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Ambir Technology, Inc. Releases New nScan 700gt Hybrid ADF Scanner  

Ambir Delivers Newest gt-Line Scanner, nScan 700gt  

Wood Dale, IL – January 22, 2019 – Ambir Technology, Inc., the global leader in 
sheet-fed and ADF scanner products, introduces a new durable and compact 
hybrid ADF scanner with an innovative design 

Ambir Technology, the global leader in sheet-fed and ADF scanner products, has announced 

the release of their newest scanner, the nScan 700gt. With an innovative design and compact 

size, the nScan 700gt is durable, portable and versatile, allowing for productivity wherever you 

go. The included AmbirScan software makes scanning and locating documents simple and 

straightforward while quick scanning through both ADF feed and front and rear sheet loading 

sides allows for increased scanning options and flexibility. 

This unique hybrid scanner helps get your documents scanned quickly and thoroughly. Its 

durability ensures it thrives in any space in your work environment, including on the go. No 

matter where it is needed in your workspace or anywhere you go, the 700gt can make the trip. 

Bring it wherever you need secure, high quality scanning ability.  

The 700gt captures high quality images of multi-page document through the sheet-fed tray and 

automatic document feeder. It is both productive and flexible, scanning up to 20 pages per 

minute (ppm) through the ADF feed and flexible sheet-fed front and rear loading sides of the 

scanner. Both sides of documents are easily scanned directly to PDF, searchable PDF, JPG, 

Word or Excel through enabled auto-scan. Included AmbirScan software makes scanning and 

finding documents easy. And an advanced TWAIN driver allows use with other scanning 

applications. With an innovative ADF design and compact size, the 700gt is easy to travel with 

and helps bring productivity and efficiency to any workplace. And with increased versatility, the 

700gt is guaranteed to be the scanner for you. 



### 

About Ambir Technology 

Ambir Technology, Inc. is an industry leader in digital capture and document management solutions. 
Combining professional-grade ID card and document scanners, unique digital imaging software and 
expert-level customer service, Ambir provides their customers with comprehensive, enterprise-level 
document capture and form solutions. Specializing in the healthcare, legal and financial sectors, Ambir 
helps organizations reduce costs, increase productivity and strengthen data security. For more 
information, visit www.ambir.com 


